Rezx Inc.
Innovative violin solutions…..

Instrument repairs require a thorough inspection and evaluation prior to estimating costs.
These costs are evaluated in comparison to the instrument’s practical, market or sentimental
value in order that the customer can comfortably decide upon the appropriate solution.
The following is a sampling of prices that reflect the normal price of repair for each
common task. It is important to understand that extent of repairs may not be obvious until
the full extent of work is exposed. For example a bow frog may look quite normal, but
more often than we’d like, we have discovered the slide glued in, making it quite
problematic to remove without destroying the slide and building a new one. Violins are
often brought with signs of amateur repair using incompatible glues which necessitates the
tedious removal of all traces of such glues prior to repair. Therefore, if additional work is
required, the details will be communicated, and approval requested, before further activity.
Note that prices may vary depending on the entire scope of work on a particular instrument
and any variance in quality of materials or make of strings requested. As always, prices are
subject to change at any time without notice.
Violin Repairs
Remove/replace top to access major repairs
Re glue fingerboard
Resurface fingerboard
Supply & fit new better quality ebony fingerboard
Reglue uncontaminated loose seams each bout
Repair & glue clean splits in top up to 2” each
Supply & fit new ebony nut or saddle
Supply & fit new polished ebony pegs, each peg or endpin
Wedge fingerboard to correct neck angle
Bush oversized peg or end pin holes, each hole
Supply & fit well seasoned spruce soundpost
Supply & install new Dr Thomastik Alphayue student strings
Supply & install new Dr Thomastik Superflexible fiddling strings
Supply & install new Dr Thomastik Dominant classical strings
Supply & install new Ultra tailpiece w/ 4 fine integral tuners
Supply & fit high quality bridge, Milo Stamm or Premium Aubert
Supply & fit new Bakelite chinrest
Bow Repairs
Rehair with “Ultimate” Siberian stallion unbleached horse hair
Supply & fit new mother of pearl slide
Install wound german silver wire fingergrip w/ leather thumbgrip
Install wound sterling silver wire fingergrip w/ snakeskin thumbgrip
Install faux whalebone fingergrip w/ leather thumbgrip
Recamber, straighten or untwist bow, each
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